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The most famous intelligence mission in biblical times failed because actors made conscious decisions to deliberately distort the information they passed on to their superiors. The 12 spies that Moses sent to the land of Canaan concluded unanimously that the land was good. But estimates by 10 of them that the enemy was too strong and popular pressure by the Israelites who wanted to avoid the risk of fighting a stronger enemy led the 10 spies to consciously change their assessment, from a land that “floweth with milk and honey” to “a land that eateth up the inhabitants thereof.”

This biblical precedent has been lost among contemporary intelligence analysts, who have traditionally given insufficient attention to the role of deliberate distortion as a source of intelligence failure. Influenced by Roberta Wohlstetter’s classic study of the American failure to anticipate the Japanese attack at Pearl Harbor, by the increasing emphasis in political psychology on motivated and unmotivated biases, and by the literature on bureaucratic politics and organizational processes, students of intelligence failure have emphasized some combination of a noisy and uncertain threat environment, unconscious psychological biases deriving from cognitive mindsets and emotional needs, institutional constraints based on bureaucratic politics and organizational processes, and strategic deception by the adversary.
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These themes are reflected in the analyses of three classic cases of intelligence failure that dominate the literature. In her Pearl Harbor study, Wohlstetter emphasized the role of an ambiguous informational environment and parochial organizational interests. In his study of Joseph Stalin’s failure to anticipate the German invasion of 1941, Barton Whaley added another variable, the role of German strategic deception in blinding Stalin to an impending attack. Most students of the Israeli intelligence failure on the eve of the Yom Kippur War follow the official Agranat Report and emphasize the role of collective cognitive mindsets that filtered out information that ran contrary to the dominant conception of the external threat. These themes have also shaped more-general theoretical accounts of the sources of intelligence failure. A substantial literature on the “politicization” of intelligence has emerged, but for the most part, it has focused on the question of the feasibility of separating intelligence from the political process rather than on the causal impact of politicization on the leading cases of intelligence failure culminating in an adversary attack.

The aim of this study is to shed more light on the neglected subject of the role of conscious, politically motivated behavior in the study of intelligence failure—including “intelligence to please,” organizational restructuring, and insubordination. We do not deny the role of other sources of incorrect estimates of adversary intentions and/or capabilities, and we do not argue that conscious action is necessarily more important than factors emphasized in conventional accounts. We argue, however, that in a number of cases, this factor has had a significant causal impact, and that its exclusion from theories of intelligence failure is a serious omission that needs to be corrected.

We begin with a brief review of the sources of intelligence failure. We then highlight the role of conscious action in the distortion of intelligence. This involves both individual and organizational-level variables and takes three primary forms: intelligence to please, organizational restructuring, and insubordination. After explaining our case selection criteria, we turn to an examination of the intelligence failures of the Soviet Union in June 1941 and Israel in October 1973. These cases are not necessarily representative of all intelligence
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failures, and we make no claim that our results can be generalized to other cases. Our aim is not to test a theory, but instead to highlight and illustrate an important path to intelligence failure that has been given little or no attention in the literature. In terms of standard typologies of case study methods, our historical studies fall into the category of hypothesis-generating case studies. We select these particular cases because they are among the most widely studied intelligence failures, because standard interpretations of these cases neglect the role of politically motivated behavior, and because these cases nicely illustrate our argument. Our findings will serve as hypotheses that should be examined in a larger selection of cases.

Classification of the Sources of Intelligence Failure

Scholars have suggested several typologies of the sources of intelligence failure, but we find it most useful to use a modified levels-of-analysis framework. The external informational environment includes hypotheses based on a lack of information, too much information in the form of a low signal-to-noise ratio, and strategic deception by the adversary. Other hypotheses focus on internal factors, including individual psychology, small-group dynamics, organizational behavior, and the politicization of intelligence. Let us discuss each in turn.

The External Informational Environment

Lack of information. To the layperson, the obvious source of intelligence failure is the lack of enough information. The counterfactual assumption is that if only governments had had more information, they would have recognized an impending attack. It was this hypothesis that Wohlstetter’s classic study of the U.S. intelligence failure at Pearl Harbor did so much to discredit, by demonstrating that the United States had ample information about the impending Japanese attack. The conventional wisdom now holds that the lack of information is rarely a primary source of intelligence failure.
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“Noisy” environment. Rather than a lack of enough information, the problem may be too much information. As Wohlstetter argued with respect to the Pearl Harbor case, it is often difficult to extract relevant “signals” from a surplus of irrelevant and confusing “noise.” In Ephraim Kam’s words, “The greater the amount of information … the more confusing and contradictory the noise received … [and] the more difficult it is to process the data.”

Strategic deception. Whereas Wohlstetter emphasized the difficulty of separating relevant signals from a sea of noise, Whaley argued that the problem is compounded by active efforts by the initiator to engage in strategic deception. He argued that the German deception plan misled Stalin into believing that the invasion would be delayed until after Germany had defeated Britain and that Germany would issue an ultimatum to the Soviet Union prior to the invasion. Whaley basically endogenized aspects of the informational environment by treating them as the product of strategic behavior by the adversary. Michael Handel subsequently identified active and passive deception as one of several key “noise barriers” contributing to intelligence failure.

In the face of an ambiguous informational environment that is compounded by strategic deception, even well-designed intelligence systems staffed by capable and dedicated intelligence officers often fail to anticipate an impending attack or other actions that threaten vital interests. The problem is exacerbated by factors internal to the state, including individual, organizational, and group-level factors, which contribute to intelligence failure directly and through their interaction effects with external variables.

Internal Sources of Intelligence Failure

Individual psychology. Many observers believe that intelligence failure ultimately comes down to individual misperception. As Handel argues, “The root of the problem—the weakest link in the intelligence process—is human nature.” Although “human nature” is too all-encompassing to serve as a useful analytic concept, we can identify a number of key individual-level variables that contribute to intelligence failure: cognitive heuristics and affective factors that influence information processing, and individual belief systems and personalities that vary across individuals and interact with these more-general tendencies. The basic argument is that intelligence officers, like all people, try to act rationally but fall short because of the unconscious influence
of pre-existing belief systems and policy preferences, cognitive shortcuts, and emotional needs.

Political psychologists often distinguish between unmotivated and motivated biases. Unmotivated or cognitive biases refer to the influence of an individual’s belief system and the simplifying strategies that s/he uses to make sense of a complex and ambiguous world, independent of political interests or emotional influences. One central argument is that perception is a theory-driven process, and that prior beliefs are over-weighted relative to new information in the judgment process. As a result, people have a tendency to see what they expect to see. Other key findings are that people exhibit more confidence in their judgments than is warranted by the data, allow their probability assessments to be disproportionately influenced by vivid images of past events, update their beliefs only slowly, and over-weight the impact of small probabilities.

Motivated biases—which are driven by peoples’ fears, guilt, desires, needs, and interests—differ from “cold cognitions.” They are motivated by the need to maintain self-esteem and/or to advance one’s interests—diplomatic, political, organizational, or personal. Whereas cognitive biases lead people to see what they expect to see, motivated biases lead people to see what they want to see or need to see, based on their policy preferences or emotional needs.

There is often a fine line between unconscious “motivated bias” and conscious, deliberate action to distort intelligence. Motivated biases involve distortions in information processing and an individual’s misperceptions of the real world. In conscious distortion, the individual understands the situation correctly but deliberately misrepresents it to others in a strategic attempt to influence others’ perceptions and preferences as a means of advancing his/her own policy preferences.

Wohlstetter’s account of the U.S. intelligence failure at Pearl Harbor gave primary emphasis to the role of unmotivated cognitive biases. The pre-existing belief that Japan could not win a war with the United States blinded American intelligence officials and policymakers to indicators that Japan was preparing for war. Those who recognized the potential threat from Japan did not imagine


14 Janis and Mann, Decision Making; Jervis, “Perceiving and Coping with Threat.”
that it would involve a military attack on Pearl Harbor. The theme of “lack of imagination” is now central in postmortems on the American failure to anticipate the use of hijacked airliners in the September 11 attacks, and in fact, in many studies of intelligence failure. James Wirtz is right to note, however, that what some observers interpret as a “lack of imagination” is sometimes more accurately interpreted as an unwillingness to implement costly policies in peacetime in response to threats that are imaginable but unlikely to materialize.15

The role of pre-existing mental images is given even greater emphasis in many analyses of the Israeli intelligence failure in 1973. Israeli intelligence officers and political leaders shared the beliefs (later known as “the conception”) that Egypt would not go to war unless it was able to mount air strikes deep into Israel to neutralize Israel’s air force, and that Syria would not go to war without Egypt. Since the first condition was not met, Israeli intelligence concluded that war would not occur in 1973, and this judgment led them to interpret the unprecedented magnitude of Syrian and Egyptian deployments at the front lines as evidence of routine Egyptian military exercises and Syrian defensive moves. Thus, the Agranat Commission traced the intelligence failure to the “persistent adherence to ‘the conception.’”16

Turning to motivated biases, pre-existing policy preference can be particularly influential in shaping threat perception through the mechanism of wishful thinking. If an actor prefers a particular policy option, s/he may unconsciously exaggerate its likelihood of succeeding. If an actor is convinced that it has only one option for achieving a highly desired goal, there is a tendency to interpret incoming information in a way that suggests that this option will be a successful one. As Jack Snyder argued with respect to German assessments of the merits of the Schlieffen Plan on the eve of World War I, they saw “the ‘necessary’ as possible.” The Schlieffen Plan had to work if Germany was to win the war, so German leaders were unconsciously motivated to believe that it would work.17

Motivated and unmotivated biases generate many similar patterns of behavior, and observed distortions in judgment are often consistent with either motivated or unmotivated processes. Thus, it is easier to distinguish the two analytically than empirically. Even that conceptual distinction is beginning to break down, however, with growing evidence, reinforced by new research in neuroscience, that cognition depends on emotional factors and that emotions, once thought to detract from rational decision making, are in fact an essential component of it. For this reason, scholars are now inclined to minimize the former distinction between motivated and unmotivated biases.18

Although these psychological dynamics affect all individuals, differences in worldviews, personalities, emotional states, and other idiosyncratic factors should lead to variations in the impact of cognitive and motivational biases across individuals. People have different policy preferences, different emotional needs, different belief systems based on different political socialization, different degrees of tolerance for ambiguity, and different tendencies toward cognitive closure. The striking thing about so much of the literature on intelligence failure is the emphasis on general pathologies in the warning–response process and the neglect of the role of particular individuals. That is certainly true of nearly all accounts of the Soviet and U.S. intelligence failures in 1941 and of the Israeli failure in 1973. With respect to the latter, even explanations emphasizing pre-existing belief systems in the form of “the conception” treat it as a collective mindset and minimize the role of particular individuals.

In nearly all intelligence failures, however, not everyone got it wrong, just as in nearly all intelligence successes not everyone got it right. Uri Bar-Joseph’s question about the 1973 case applies to other cases as well: “Why did some of the agency’s analysts estimate the situation correctly and regard war’s probability as high or even certain, while others … erred completely?” Identifying variation in intelligence assessments across individuals and across intelligence units is an important part of explaining intelligence failure and success.

Small-group dynamics. Much of the analysis and interpretation of intelligence, both by analysts and by political decision makers, takes place in small groups, which can exaggerate the pathologies of individual judgment and decision making. Neither individual psychology nor organizational models captures the dynamics of social interaction in small groups. This led Irving Janis to construct a model of small-group behavior. He coined the term “groupthink” to describe the “concurrency-seeking tendency within cohesive groups,” driven not by political pressure but by social pressure in the context of high-stakes decisions and enormous stress within small-group decision-making units. Conformity with group norms and unanimity about policy maintain the integrity of the group and in doing so provide psychological security for the individual, reduce anxiety, and heighten self-esteem.
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In Janis’s model, groupthink leads to illusions of invulnerability, unanimity, and moral superiority. It also leads to tendencies to elevate loyalty to the highest priority goal; to discount information that runs contrary to collective beliefs of the group; to keep the decision within the group and not to go outside the group to acquire additional information from experts; to consider only a limited number of policy alternatives; to fail to reexamine the possible risks of a policy once that policy is preferred by a majority, or to reconsider the possible benefits of alternatives after they have been rejected; to fail to consider what might go wrong and to develop contingency plans; and to take riskier courses of action. These patterns apply to the construction of intelligence estimates of adversary capabilities and intentions as well as to decision making, and most of them serve to exaggerate the pathologies of individual judgment and decision making in a small-group context.21

We should emphasize that groupthink explains conformity in small groups, not in more-extensive communities. The common use of the groupthink concept to explain the conformity of views among large numbers of intelligence analysts and government officials leading to the intelligence failures surrounding the September 11 attacks and Iraqi weapons of mass destruction (WMD) involves an incorrect application of the groupthink concept.22

Organizational behavior. We presume that the reader is generally familiar with theories of bureaucratic politics and organizational processes,23 so that a general theoretical survey is not necessary here. In terms of the relevance to intelligence failure, one factor is the tendency for different organizations not to share information or to cooperate in other ways. The organizational behavior literature explains this in terms of factored problems, parochial interests, and organizational autonomy. One of the primary factors in Wohlstetter’s explanation for the American intelligence failure at Pearl Harbor was the lack of communication between the Army and the Navy. The United States had enough information to arrange the different pieces of evidence into a coherent picture of Japanese plans, but the pieces of the puzzle were held by different military services that chose not to share that information, in part because of interservice rivalry and competition over the control of intelligence.24

21 Janis, Groupthink; Janis and Mann, Decision Making, 130–131.
While the dispersion of information can be a problem, so can the excessive concentration of information. One of the factors in Israel’s intelligence failure in 1973 was the fact that the directorate of military intelligence (AMAN) held a monopoly on the Israeli intelligence estimate. As a result, warnings that were provided by the Mossad did not receive the attention they deserved. Israel acknowledged the problem after the war, restructured its intelligence system, and distributed responsibility to the Mossad, the Foreign Office, and to the Israel Defense Forces’ (IDF) local commands.25

Organizational culture is also important. Among other things, it shapes the extent of the free flow of information, which provides an atmosphere in which intelligence officers are encouraged to question pre-existing assumptions and to “think outside the box.” The managerial style of the leader of the organization also plays an important role in shaping the acquisition and dissemination of intelligence, and can interact with organizational culture. Bar-Joseph and Arie Kruglanski argue that both Lieutenant Colonel Yona Bandman, AMAN’s leading estimator for Egyptian affairs, and Major General Eli Zeira, director of military intelligence (DMI), had authoritarian styles. Their emphasis on decisiveness over debate and lack of tolerance for open and extended discussions contributed to premature cognitive closure and to the intelligence failure. Similar traits were exhibited by U.S. Rear Admiral Richmond Kelly Turner, the chief of war plans division in the naval department, whom some regard as “the man mainly responsible” for the failure in Pearl Harbor.26

A key theme in the literature on bureaucratic politics and organizational processes is the gap between decision and implementation, between the policy decided at the top and how it is implemented by specific organizations. In terms of intelligence, one potentially relevant factor here is deliberate insubordination by a key intelligence official, the refusal to follow the policies or procedures set up by political leaders. The literature on intelligence failure has neglected this factor, despite the fact that it played an important role in major intelligence fiascos. For example, before launching operation “Zapata” in 1961, Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) officers consciously underestimated the power of the Castro regime and overestimated the likelihood that the Bay of Pigs invasion would trigger a popular uprising in Cuba. They acted so in order to obtain the political authorization for an operation to which they had become psychologically committed and which they believed would serve their organizational interests.27 We will argue that this factor played a critical role in the Israeli intelligence failure of 1973.


A good example of unauthorized action by intelligence officers leading to serious national embarrassment is the 1954 action by the Israeli director of military intelligence, Colonel Benyamin Givli. Without authorization, he initiated a sabotage campaign in Egypt in order to prevent the signing of the Anglo-Egyptian accord on the evacuation of the British forces from the Suez Canal Zone. The failure of this “unfortunate business” brought about Israel’s most severe political crisis, which lasted until the mid-1960s.28

*The politicization of intelligence.* Ideally, intelligence should serve policy by providing political decision makers with the information and analysis they need to make informed judgments and decisions, but it should be driven by the evidence and not by the policy preferences of political leaders. As Paul Pillar argues, policymakers should determine the general questions that intelligence professionals investigate but not the conclusions they reach. At times, however, political leaders go beyond specifying the questions and try to influence the answers. As Robert Jervis argues, “Policy often drives intelligence as much as intelligence drives policy.”29

Although the influence of policy and politics on intelligence is an age-old phenomenon, the politicization of intelligence is neglected in most treatments of the classic cases of intelligence failures leading to surprise attacks (Pearl Harbor, Barbarossa, and Yom Kippur). It is now attracting more attention among American analysts in the aftermath of the U.S. intelligence failure regarding Iraqi WMD in 2002–03. Despite extensive debates on the role of politicization in that case, most theoretical discussions focus more on the feasibility of separating intelligence from the political process than on the causal impact of politicization on intelligence failure.

It is important to distinguish the question of whether the politicization of intelligence occurs from the question of its impact on policy. Inferences about causal impact depend in part on the counterfactual of how decision makers would have responded to intelligence that undercut their preferred policy. If they would have ignored the bad news, then cooking the books did not have a causal impact. The validation of the counterfactual often raises some difficult methodological issues.30


The conventional wisdom holds that policy and politics interfere more with intelligence in authoritarian regimes than in democratic regimes—because there are fewer channels for dissenting views in autocracies and because the personal costs of providing news the leader does not want to hear can be severe. Common examples include Adolf Hitler, Joseph Stalin, and Saddam Hussein.\textsuperscript{31} As M. Kevin Woods, Michael R. Pease, Mark E. Stout, Williamson Murray, and James G. Lacey write about Saddam, “In the years before Operation Iraqi Freedom, everyone around Saddam understood that his need to hear only good news was constantly growing and that it was in their best interest to feed that hunger.”\textsuperscript{32}

All dictators, however, do not react in a similar manner. Hitler, who was as ruthless and intolerant as Stalin and Saddam, did not execute or arrest intelligence and military officers who presented him with estimates and advice that contradicted his own. In most cases, he crudely fired them. Such was his policy before war started and even in 1944, when the eastern front collapsed. Hitler ordered executions in the Wehrmacht and the Abwehr (as well as other German organizations) only after the failed assassination attempt in July 1944.\textsuperscript{33}

The pervasiveness of politically induced distortion of intelligence in authoritarian politics should not blind us to the fact that political pressure on the intelligence process arises in democratic regimes as well. Intelligence officers might consciously adjust their estimate because they believe that the failure to provide “intelligence to please” might result in their loss of a job, the denial of a future promotion opportunity, or the loss of influence on future policy decisions. It is also possible that these factors might subconsciously distort their assessments, which would fit the category of “motivated biases.”

A good example of conscious distortion is American intelligence about the possibility of Chinese intervention in the Korean War. Despite numerous indications of a massive Chinese military deployment in Korea in autumn 1950, including the capture of Chinese soldiers south of the Yalu River, General Douglas MacArthur’s intelligence chief, Major General Charles Willoughby, estimated that there was no threat of a Chinese intervention. This was not merely a mistake. A senior staff officer of the X Corps who fought in Korea and was familiar with the situation testified years later: “MacArthur did not want the Chinese to enter the war in Korea. Anything MacArthur wanted,

\begin{itemize}
\end{itemize}
Willoughby produced intelligence for…. In this case Willoughby falsified the intelligence reports…. He should have gone to jail.”

There are some systematic differences among democratic states worth noting. A good example is the relationship between intelligence makers and consumers in the United States and in Israel. Israeli intelligence officers have almost always felt free to express, without reservations, estimates that contradicted their consumers’ perceptions or political preferences. This sharp line between policy and intelligence in Israel is much less well defined in the United States, reflecting a different culture of interaction between intelligence officers and their political consumers. One can identify numerous instances of political pressure on the U.S. Central Intelligence Agency to fit its estimates to the policy preferences of political leaders. In fact, a CIA task force set up in the early 1990s by incoming director Robert Gates found that over half of the analysts questioned believed that shaping an intelligence assessment to conform to a view that the analyst believed was held by a manager “occurs often enough to be of concern.”

This happened in the 1950s with the debate about the “bomber” and the “missile gap,” in the 1960s with the controversy over the Viet Cong Order of Battle, in the 1970s with the establishment in 1976 of Team B in order to challenge the CIA’s estimates of strategic Soviet capabilities and intentions, and in the 1980s with pressure by Director of Central Intelligence William Casey on the agency’s analysts to produce estimates of a strong and threatening Soviet Union. There is also an ongoing debate about the extent to which intelligence assessments of Iraqi WMD in 2002–03 reflected political pressure
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from the administration of George W. Bush, so that “the intelligence and facts were being fixed around the policy.”

This difference in the frequency of the politicization of intelligence in the United States and in Israel is reflected in the debate within the American intelligence community between two different conceptions of the proper relationship between policymaking and intelligence. The first, which is shared by most Israelis and by the British as well, argues that the primary goal of intelligence is objectivity and advocates the strict separation between policy and intelligence. The second conception privileges utility over objectivity and argues that too strict a separation of intelligence and policy leaves intelligence irrelevant to policy. In this view, intelligence is inherently a political process, and analysts should involve themselves in policy by trying to understand the needs of their customers—including the policy context and the range of policy options available to decision makers—and to frame or package their assessments in ways that serve those needs. Otherwise, political decision makers will simply ignore the intelligence community. As Richard Betts argues, if intelligence products are “untainted by the hurly-burly of policy debate, they may preserve purity at the price of irrelevance.”

Betts characterizes this debate as between the “Kent” model, after Sherman Kent, who directed the Office of National Estimates and who emphasized the importance of analysts maintaining their objectivity, and the “Gates” model, after Robert Gates, who served as director of central intelligence. The Gates model (characterized by H. Bradford Westerfield as involving “actionable” as opposed to the “objective” analysis of the Kent school and by Bar-Joseph as advocated by “realists” or “activists,” as opposed to “professionals” or
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“traditionalists”) emerged in the United States in the 1980s and dominated until 2003.43

It is often a fine line, however, for intelligence analysts to engage policymakers without running the risk of allowing policymakers’ preferences to distort intelligence assessments. The prescriptive debate about the proper role of intelligence is exacerbated by differences in conceptions of what politicization is and what it is not, something that also confounds the scholarly analysis of politicization. Political leaders can influence the intelligence process in many ways, some of them quite explicit and blatant, others quite subtle or even inadvertent.

Scholars generally agree, for example, that pressure from above to adjust intelligence products to conform to the policy preferences of political leaders, irrespective of the evidence, constitutes politicization. Other actions are more difficult to classify. Pillar classifies the “sugarcoating” of an unpalatable message as politicization, while Betts notes analysts’ temptations to give in on an unwinnable issue in the hope of retaining influence for the next issue, which James Thomson describes as the “effectiveness trap.”44 Similarly, Jervis and others have argued that U.S. intelligence on Iraq failed to emphasize the uncertainty surrounding its estimate that Iraq probably had WMD. Is that necessarily politicization, or does it reflect a bureaucratic practice to maximize influence? As Betts argues, “Analysts who complicate and equivocated do not compete as effectively for the limited attention of consumers as those who simplify and advocate….45

If political leaders select intelligence directors who either share their own policy preferences or who are known for their loyalty, and the result is the screening out of dissenting viewpoints, is that politicization? Richard Immerman, noting that U.S. Secretary of State Dean Acheson replaced George Kennan with Paul Nitze because the latter’s worldview was more similar to his own, argues that a “failure to surround himself with dissenters and skeptics is misguided but not politicized policymaking.”46 We might add that the critical question is not the policy preferences of a decision maker’s advisers, but whether those advisers dissent if the evidence calls for it and how the decision maker responds when they do. A dissenting view from an adviser who generally shares the leader’s beliefs can be quite informative.47


45 Jervis, “Reports, Politics, and Intelligence Failure”; Betts, Enemies of Intelligence, 79.


A more blatant form of politicization is the establishment of a new institution or the major modification of an existing institution as a means of bypassing normal intelligence channels and of getting intelligence that supports one’s preferred policy. This factor is ignored in the literature on past intelligence failures, though the establishment of the Office of Special Plans (OSP) in the Pentagon after the September 11 attacks has highlighted the potential consequences of this form of organizational restructuring. There is substantial evidence that the OSP was designed to circumvent the CIA and produce intelligence that demonstrated both the existence of Iraqi WMD and a link between Iraq and al Qaeda in order to provide a rationalization for a war against Iraq. It is significant that OSP was staffed with analysts who were selected for their job precisely because they believed from the start in these hypotheses, and that some of those analysts had previously served as Donald Rumsfeld’s agents in the military team that prepared for the war.\footnote{Seymour M. Hersh, “Selective Intelligence: Donald Rumsfeld has his own special sources. Are they reliable?” \textit{The New Yorker}, 12 May 2003; Michael R. Gordon and Bernard E. Trainor, \textit{Cobra II: The Inside Story of the Invasion and Occupation of Iraq} (New York: Pantheon, 2006), 45.}

Given the ambiguity surrounding the concept of politicization, the fact that subtle forms of political influence in intelligence are unavoidable, and the utilitarian conception of the proper role of intelligence, it is useful to distinguish between “normal politicization” and “hyper-politicization.”\footnote{We would like to thank an anonymous reviewer for suggesting this distinction and the term “hyper-politicization.”} Admittedly, the difference between them is a matter of degree, but we suggest the following criteria to distinguish them. An estimation of the likelihood of an event can be classified as certain (“slam dunk”), probable, even, improbable, or impossible. “Normal” politicization of the intelligence estimate is when, with the lack of additional information to support it, the estimate changes in one degree, e.g., from probable to “slam dunk.” “Hyper-politicization” is when the estimation changes in two degrees or more, usually from probable to improbable and vice versa. As we noted earlier in our Korean War example, hyper-politicization can be found in democratic as well as autocratic regimes. Our first case study describes in detail how this type of “hyper-politicization” played a role in the Soviet intelligence failure in 1941.

Most of our discussion has focused on “intelligence to please,” the shaping of intelligence assessments by the policy preferences of political leaders, or perhaps of higher-level managers in the intelligence system. It is also possible that an intelligence analyst might allow his/her own policy preferences to shape the intelligence product he/she passes forward. Such behavior might be driven by the goal of enhancing organizational resources, influence, or autonomy, or by the analyst’s sincere belief that the policies that might follow from his/her assessments would best serve the national interest. We refer to the latter as the “we know best” syndrome. Although we prefer not to classify this as a form of
the politicization of intelligence, it represents the deliberate distortion of intelligence that fits the broader category of politically motivated behavior, and it can contribute in significant ways to intelligence failure. Our second case study will show how such behavior significantly contributed to Israel’s intelligence failure in 1973.

Although we have identified several analytically distinct sources of intelligence failure at different levels of analysis, we should emphasize that most intelligence failures are the product of the interaction of multiple factors at different levels. In an unambiguous informational environment, psychological biases have a much weaker impact and there are fewer opportunities for the deliberate distortion of intelligence assessments. In an inherently ambiguous informational environment, psychological biases and other variables play a much greater role. Efforts at strategic deception are most effective if they are informed by psychological proclivities of the target and designed to exploit them. Organizational cultures that are conducive to the free flow of information can be compromised by a key intelligence official who has an authoritarian management style and intolerance for dissent. These relationships are complex and context dependent, and as a result, there is no single path to intelligence failure, but instead multiple paths.

We now turn to our two historical case studies. We summarize the leading interpretations of each of these cases in the literature, highlight their neglect of the conscious and deliberate distortion of intelligence information, and demonstrate the impact of this factor by specifying the causal paths through which it contributed to the intelligence failure.

BARBAROSSA: THE SOVIET INTELLIGENCE FAILURE OF 1941

Most analysts of Barbarossa (the code name for the German invasion of the Soviet Union in 1941) argue that ample information was available to the Soviet Union in 1941 about the looming German threat. There are, however, exceptions to the rule. One is Viktor Surovov, who argued that Stalin planned to attack Germany in the summer of 1941 and that the offensive deployment of the Red Army was the main cause for its defeats. Surovov failed to provide compelling evidence, however, as Gabriel Gorodetsky and others have demonstrated. In any case, these studies are less relevant for our own analysis because they say little about the intelligence provided to Stalin prior to Barbarossa and how he used it.

The dominant school of the study of Barbarossa provides convincing evidence for the claim that insufficient information was not the cause for the Soviet failure. Barton Whaley counted 84 warnings that were available to the Soviets prior to the invasion. Christopher Andrew and Oleg Gordievsky (the KGB station chief in London prior to his 1985 defection) stated in 1990 that an updated study would have yielded more than a hundred warnings.\textsuperscript{51} Vasili Mitrokhin, the KGB archivist who defected to England with parts of this archive, revealed that the KGB alone provided Stalin with “over a hundred” warnings of the incoming attack since the beginning of 1941. The implications of this claim become clearer if we take into account that the larger share of the reports about the incoming attack came from Military Intelligence (GRU, which in 1940–41 was initialed RU) and not the KGB. Gorodetsky, who presented many of the warnings that Stalin received from the NKGB, the GRU, and the foreign office, agrees that lack of information was not the source of the failure. He nevertheless noted that there “was sufficient ambiguity in the vast intelligence offered to Stalin for him to be convinced that the attack might be deferred, or at best be unleashed at a time of his own choosing.” David Murphy, who composed the most detailed study of this episode, revealed additional warnings, some from sources unknown before, such as eavesdropping on conversations of German and other foreign diplomats in Moscow.\textsuperscript{52}

Most students of this episode share the view that the main cause for the Soviet lack of military preparedness was Stalin’s belief that Hitler would not initiate war in the east before the war in the west had ended. They also agree that Stalin, convinced that his army was unready yet to confront the Wehrmacht, attempted to avoid a war in 1941 through a policy of appeasement vis-à-vis Nazi Germany. Moreover, since Stalin feared that raising the Red Army’s state of alert might trigger a conflict spiral and lead to a war for which the U.S.S.R. was unprepared, he avoided that action despite incoming warnings of the looming invasion.

There is no agreement, however, as to why Stalin persisted with this strategy despite growing evidence of a German invasion. Whaley regarded the German deception plan as the key explanation for Stalin’s mistake. Richard Overy traced Stalin’s blindness to a lack of imagination and his belief that Hitler would act rationally and would not initiate a war in June, when only a few weeks of weather convenient for war were left. Pavel Sadoplatov, who in 1941 was a senior NKGB officer, maintained that while the main mistake was Stalin’s, both the GRU and the NKGB failed to raise the possibility that the German war goal would be the destruction of the Red Army in blitzkrieg

\textsuperscript{51} Whaley, Codeword Barbarossa; Christopher Andrew and Oleg Gordievsky, KGB: The Inside Story of Its Foreign Operations from Lenin to Gorbachev (New York: Harpercollins, 1992), 260.
tactics rather than the occupation of the Ukraine. Murphy attributed importance to the German deception. He also emphasized Stalin’s aim of exploiting the war in the west to advance Soviet domination in Europe, and the impact that Stalin’s suspicious mind had on the quality of the intelligence he received. Gorodetsky acknowledged the role of German deception, but criticized Murphy for ascribing Stalin’s behavior to offensive intentions.53

One factor missing in these explanations is the role that fear of Stalin played in shaping the kinds of information and analysis that the Soviet intelligence establishment was willing to pass on to the Soviet leader. The fact that Stalin was an obsessively suspicious tyrant, who executed or sent to the Gulags anyone whom he suspected might challenge or undermine him, is well documented. It has become clear in recent years that fear of Stalin’s response to challenges to his persistent conviction that Germany would avoid attacking in 1941 played a major role in shaping the intelligence reports and assessments that were submitted to him.

In 1937 and 1938, Stalin purged the Soviet intelligence services. The prime targets of this purge were the NKVD Fifth Department residents abroad, and most of them were liquidated by 1938.54 As a result, “the whole system of intelligence assessment was dominated by the fearful sycophancy encapsulated in the formula ‘sniff out, suck up, survive.’”55 Andrew and Gordievsky, who also emphasize the role of this formula in shaping Soviet estimates prior to the war, conclude that “more than at any previous moment in KGB history, INO [the foreign intelligence department] was under pressure to provide intelligence that supported the leadership’s conspiracy theories.” A typical example of the impact of this pressure was the information that was provided by the KGB resident in Helsinki, who reported to Stalin “what he wanted to hear: that in the event of war the Finns would collapse as quickly as the Poles and that the Finnish working class would support a new Communist regime.”56

In the case of Barbarossa, Stalin’s two main intelligence providers—his minister of interior (in charge also of the NKGB), Lavrenty Beria, and the chief of military intelligence (RU, later GRU), General Filipp Golikov—were badly affected by the political pressure. Consequently, the need to please Stalin took a very high toll in the intelligence-making process prior to the German invasion. Beria became the head of the NKVD in November 1938, replacing Nikolai Yezhov, who was arrested and executed in 1940. Beria was “fawningly sycophantic … [with] a genius for cultivating patrons,” and he
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became Stalin’s right-hand man.57 As the head of the NKVD, he was in charge of the foreign intelligence department (INO) in the NKVD. The head of this department since February 1941 was Pavel Fitin, who, despite lack of experience (he had joined the agency only three years earlier, following the 1938 purge), proved to be an excellent manager who was, unlike most of his colleagues, appreciated by his subordinates. Fitin, moreover, estimated that the German preparations were designed for offensive operations, and he was brave enough to express his opinion to Stalin. Perhaps this was the reason why Stalin preferred to receive his intelligence from Beria and hardly saw Fitin in the months before the war.58

For Beria, protecting his position was more important than providing Stalin with true intelligence information and estimates. The results were quite obvious. In October 1940, when the Soviet residency in Berlin reported that Germany was likely to start the war in early 1941, Beria told Stalin: “I will drag this Korsikanets [the source] to Moscow and jail him for disinformation.” Three days before war started, a Gestapo officer who was one of the best Soviet sources and was highly regarded by Beria himself, reported that his unit was informed that war would start on 22 June at 03:00. But since the interior minister refused to confront Stalin on this report, he considered it “false and provocation.”59 Two days later, Beria gave an even more vivid expression to his order of priorities. After ordering that four officers who persisted in sending warnings about the German attack be “ground into labor camp dust,” he wrote Stalin:

I again insist on recalling and punishing our ambassador in Berlin, Dekanozov, who keeps bombarding me with “reports” on Hitler’s alleged preparations to attack the USSR. He has reported that this attack will start tomorrow…. But I and my people, Iosif Visarionovich, have firmly embedded in our memory your wise conclusion: Hitler is not going to attack us in 1941.60

Golikov, the director of military intelligence, who spent a large part of his military career in political positions, was nominated for this post in July 1940. He replaced General Ivan Proskurov, a distinguished Air Force general who was fired (and later executed) because he expressed his professional opinion quite freely (his opposition to the Ribbentrop-Molotov Pact, for example) and because Stalin sensed that he could not control him.61 Golikov played an important role for two reasons: First, he was “the intelligence chief with whom Stalin most frequently discussed [the] warnings.”62 Second, he was in charge of
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the Information Department, the only analytical section within the Soviet intelligence community in 1941.

Gorodetsky, who tends to portray events in Stalin’s court in less dark colors, described Golikov as highly aware of the German threat and maintained that he “kept Stalin abreast of it.” Nevertheless, even Gorodetsky admitted that Golikov tailored his estimates to Stalin’s view. According to Vasily Novobranets, the head of the Information Department for Eastern Countries in 1941, Golikov often called him after meeting with Stalin in order to instruct him what the “boss” thought. Golikov, by this account, was very afraid that RU information would not coincide with Stalin’s perception. Numerous pieces of evidence confirm this pattern of behavior. In February 1941, for example, Golikov wrote, in a highly reliable report that warned of a German attack at the end of May, that this was probably disinformation and that the source should be notified about it. Murphy concluded that given that similar reports reaffirmed this warning, it is obvious that Golikov nullified its value in line with Stalin’s conception. In other instances, Golikov authorized the distribution of reports on German troop movements but prevented the distribution of information about German intentions to launch war soon. Selective distribution of intelligence reports was pervasive.

In other instances, Golikov combined authentic warnings with a calming assessment. On 20 March, he distributed to his top consumers a document that included a number of reports about German preparations for war but gave more weight to reports that confirmed Stalin’s view. He framed the estimation section by emphasizing in the document’s first sentence that reports about German offensive intentions were the product of a Western disinformation campaign aimed at worsening Soviet–German relations. In the report’s summary, he assessed that “the most likely date for the beginning of actions against the USSR will be the moment of victory over England or the conclusion of an honorable peace for Germany.” He then repeated his warning that all information about war in the spring “must be rated as disinformation.” During the last week of May, Golikov distributed additional intelligence documents that stressed the possibility of a German invasion of England and underestimated the German threat to the Soviet Union. One of them described German troop movement to Norway. Despite evidence that this was part of a German–Finnish
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cooperation for war against the USSR, Golikov explained that it was carried out in connection with an operation against the British Isles. To summarize, the fact that the intelligence officers who met with Stalin refused to challenge his conception and took all measures to support it certainly had an effect on the Soviet decision-making process prior to Barbarossa, though how much of an effect is hard to say. A comparison with the interaction between Stalin and his generals at the same period of time provides one indicator of how a firmer stand could make a difference. On 11 June, the chief of the Red Army general staff, Georgy Zhukov, and Defense Commissar Semyon Timoshenko conferred with Stalin in order to convince him to authorize an increase in the state of military readiness. After Stalin rejected their requests, they made another bold attempt a week later. Stalin again rejected their demands and threatened that they would have to pay personally for unauthorized action. Despite these threats, in the weeks that preceded the attack, Zhukov and Timoshenko authorized the army to take, very cautiously, certain defensive measures. On 21 June, they met again with Stalin and suggested immediately deploying the army for defense. This time Stalin was more forthcoming. Although he rejected their demand, he agreed to issue the army a more general warning order. Zhukov used this authorization to take wider measures. Twenty-one June was also the date when Beria told Stalin how certain he and his people were that no war would break out. If Stalin had been surrounded by intelligence officers with the personal integrity of Zhukov and Timoshenko, his estimate of German intentions might have been more realistic. But since his intelligence suppliers provided him with supportive information that did not reflect the true information they had and with confirmative assessment that was not based on a professional analysis of the available information, the result was just the opposite.

It is reasonable to ask, however, whether Beria’s and Golikov’s actions were conscious and deliberate. As far as is known, there is no positive evidence that Beria acted so in fixing intelligence to Stalin’s needs. Hence, it is possible, although highly unlikely, that Beria truly believed what he reported to Stalin. No such doubt surrounds Golikov. In 1965, he told a Soviet writer: “I admit I distorted intelligence to please Stalin because I feared him.” He was not alone. And the widespread fear of Stalin’s reaction in the intelligence community had certainly led many intelligence officers to act similarly, thus facilitating the way to the surprise of 22 June.

The Yom Kippur War

The fear of political or personal consequences, which was the main cause for the distortion of assessments by Soviet intelligence officers on the eve of
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Barbarossa, is not a valid explanation for the Israeli fiasco of October 1973. As we noted earlier, relations between intelligence producers and consumers in Israel have always been rather free of political pressures, and throughout the country’s history, intelligence officers have expressed, without reservations, estimates that contradicted their consumers’ perceptions or political preferences.

The two leading interpretations of Israel’s intelligence failure on the eve of the Yom Kippur War focus on the collective belief systems of Israeli intelligence analysts and on strategic deception by Egypt. Our argument is that while each of these factors played some role, they do not suffice to explain the Israeli fiasco. We shift the focus to the individual level of analysis and emphasize the role of a particular individual, DMI Major General Eli Zeira. We argue that Zeira’s conscious and deliberate actions served as a vital link in a chain of events that led Israeli policymakers to underestimate the level of threat. If Zeira had acted differently, we argue, Israeli leaders would probably have anticipated a high probability of an attack and taken substantial measures to deal with it.

Let us first consider the strategic deception hypothesis, which a number of scholars have identified (with some variations in emphasis) as the primary source of the 1973 intelligence failure. Alex Hybel, who compared the cases of Pearl Harbor and Yom Kippur, maintained that as a result of Arab deception, Israel failed to gain the critical information necessary for a reexamination of the thesis that war was unlikely. Aharon Zeevi (later AMAN’s director) and John Amos each concluded that the Egyptian deception—which aimed at creating the impression that the concentration of forces along the Suez Canal took place in connection with a routine exercise—played a major role primarily in hiding from the Israelis and the Americans Egypt’s intention to go to war.

AMAN’s director in 1973, Zeira, attributed an even more critical role to Egyptian deception. He argued that Israel’s most valuable human source in Egypt, Dr. Ashraf Marwan, who was Gamal Abdel Nasser’s son-in-law and a close aide of Anwar Sadat, was in fact a double agent and the jewel in the crown of the Egyptian deception campaign. According to Zeira, Marwan was the source of the information that validated the Israeli conception regarding Egypt’s necessary conditions to launch war and of a number of false warnings that were intended to decrease Israel’s war awareness. In the summer of 1973, Marwan informed the Israelis that war would start, if at all, at the end of the
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year. Consequently, Zeira regarded Egyptian deception as the most important cause for the Israeli debacle.\footnote{Eli Zeira, *Myth versus Reality, The October 73 War: Failures and Lessons* [Hebrew] (Tel Aviv: Yedioth Ahronot, 2004), 109–122, 151–163.}

In light of what is known today about the information that was available to Israel prior to the war, it is clear that these assessments exaggerated the role of deception in the Israeli intelligence failure on the eve of Yom Kippur. AMAN’s collection agencies were aware of the fact that radio traffic prior to the war was different from such traffic prior to regular exercises. They also collected information about the advancement of bridging equipment to the water line, removal of minefields, and preparation of descents to the Canal, that had never been observed in earlier exercises. The agency’s signals intelligence experts concluded three days before the war that no exercise took place. Moreover, in the weeks prior to the war, Israel received a number of warnings, mostly from Mossad human intelligence sources, that Egypt and Syria intended to launch war soon. Zeira’s thesis about Marwan’s role is also problematic. Marwan provided Israel with accurate information throughout the period that preceded the war, including Egypt’s true war plan, which was known to only a few in Egypt. His last-minute warning saved Israel a complete surprise.\footnote{Bar-Joseph, *The Watchman Fell Asleep*, 50–51, 185–186; Bar-Joseph, “The Intelligence Chief Who Went Fishing in the Cold: How Maj. Gen. (res.) Eli Zeira Exposed the Identity of Israel’s Best Source Ever,” *Intelligence and National Security* 23 (April 2008): 226–248 at 231–235.}

The second element of conventional interpretations of the 1973 intelligence failure focuses on the collective mindset of Israel’s top political, military, and intelligence echelons and their failure to adjust their beliefs in response to incoming information about the looming threat. This hypothesis was central to the report of the Agranat Commission, the only official investigation of the Yom Kippur War. The report focused on the dogmatic beliefs of DMI Eli Zeira, those of the head of AMAN’s research department, Brig. Gen. Arie Shalev, those of the head of the Egyptian branch in the research department, Lt. Col. Yona Bandman, and those of the intelligence officer of the southern command, Lt. Col. David Gdalia. Individually and collectively, they believed that Egypt would avoid war with Israel as long as it did not have the capability to hit Israeli air force bases, and that Syria would not launch war without Egypt.\footnote{Agranat Commission. *The Agranat Report*.}

With a few exceptions, all scholarly students of this event accepted this interpretation, though some elaborated on it in different ways. Some concluded that the source of the problem in 1973 was the Israeli inclination to give more importance to strategic assumptions than to information at the tactical level that indicated that war was under preparation.\footnote{Abraham Ben-Zvi, “Hindsight and Foresight: A Conceptual Framework for the Analysis of Surprise Attacks,” *World Politics* 28 (April 1976): 381–395; Abraham Ben-Zvi, “Threat Perception and Surprise: In Search of the Intervening Variable” in Frank P. Harvey and Ben D. Mor, eds., *Conflict in World Politics: Advances in the Study of Crisis, War and Peace* (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1998), 157–180.} Others saw a major source
of the problem in a number of organizational and psychological obstacles in Israeli intelligence, military, and political environments, crude violation of norms of behavior between intelligence producers and consumers, and symptoms of groupthink in Israel’s decision-making and intelligence-making processes. Veteran AMAN officers emphasized the psychological milieu in which the estimation process took place. One, who focused on the distinction between “fundamental” and “situational” surprise, concluded that “the shock on Yom Kippur was primarily caused by the Israelis’ discovery that they misconceived themselves, their military, social, and to some degree their moral, image.”

Another, who served as a senior officer during the war, maintained that pretension and arrogance on the part of intelligence officers, who believed that they could correctly grasp the complex strategic calculus of leaders such as Anwar Sadat and Hafez Asad, contributed significantly to the 1973 fiasco. Finally, some students of the subject pointed to another cause for the failure: an over-reliance on a single human source (Marwan) who disappointed his handlers at the most critical time, thus contributing to AMAN’s adherence to the mistaken preconception until the very last moment.

In contrast to popular descriptions, Israeli policymakers were aware of the possibility that Egypt might initiate a war and that Syria would join. This was the conclusion reached by Prime Minister Golda Meir, Defense Minister Moshe Dayan, and the Chief of Staff, Lt. Gen. David Elazar, in a secret discussion they held in mid-April 1973. On the basis of this discussion, Dayan directed the IDF to prepare for war by the end of the summer. Although Dayan changed his mind and had estimated since July that war was not likely in the foreseeable future, Meir and Elazar remained concerned about this issue. On the morning of 5 October, when the dimensions of the Egyptian deployment along the front became clear, the Chief of Staff raised the state of alert of the regular forces to the highest level since 1967. He avoided two additional steps: ordering a full deployment of the regular forces for war, and demanding the mobilization of the reserve army, which, in the Israeli case, constituted about 80 percent of the IDF ground forces. The authorization to mobilize the reserve army rested
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with the government. In light of the already tense situation, an emergency cabinet meeting that took place at noon empowered Golda Meir and Dayan to authorize such a move.80

At the morning meeting, as well as in the meetings at the defense minister, prime minister, cabinet, and IDF general headquarters forums that convened in its aftermath, the Chief of Staff made it clear that if he were to receive another indication for war, he would demand the mobilization of the reserve army. He also explained that he had avoided demanding it so far since he did not believe that the Arabs could launch an attack without AMAN knowing it.81 As is known today, much of this confidence rested on Elazar’s familiarity with certain intelligence assets—known as the “the special means of collection” or, euphemistically, as “Israel’s national security policy”—in the form of “eavesdropping devices planted in strategic military locations” in Egypt that AMAN had built prior to the war in order to obtain clear-cut indications that Egypt intended to launch an attack.82 The sole person who had the mandate to authorize their activation was DMI Zeira. A few days earlier, the chief of staff had asked him if these means had been activated and had received a positive answer. At a meeting with the Defense Minister on that Friday at about 9:00 am, Dayan asked if they brought any information, and Zeira said that “all was quiet.” The Chief of Staff, who participated in this meeting, heard his intelligence chief’s answer as well.83

What the Chief of Staff and the Defense Minister did not know was that DMI Zeira had lied to them. Since 1 October, a number of senior intelligence officers, including the commander of the agency’s collection department, the commander of the signals intelligence unit (848, later 8200), and the head of the research department, had requested Zeira to activate the means, but he had refused to do so. On 5 October, the activation of these means was raised once more in a meeting he held in the early hours of the morning. Zeira refused again.84 When he had told Elazar a few days earlier that these means were operational, and when he had let Dayan and Elazar think so a few hours later, he had simply lied to them. On the same day, Zeira acted similarly again. He sat next to the chief of staff in all the meetings that took place on 5 October, and he heard Elazar saying that he was waiting for another piece of information to demand the mobilization of the reserve army. Nevertheless, he did not inform Elazar about a high-quality warning that AMAN collected at about 4:00 pm, which explained the Soviet emergency evacuation from Syria and

Egypt that had been initiated about 24 hours earlier by the Kremlin’s knowledge that the Arabs planned to attack soon.85

Zeira undoubtedly was quite confident that war was unlikely. He deceived his superiors not because he wanted Israel to fall victim to the Arab surprise, but because his very high level of self-assurance led him to believe that he knew better than his superiors what the Arabs planned to do (i.e., abstain from attacking) and, in addition, how Israel should react. A thorough analysis of certain features of his personality provides a more comprehensive explanation for his unique behavior.86 In any event, there can be no doubt that his acts were conscious and had a major impact on the level of the IDF’s state of readiness for war when the Arabs attacked on 6 October at 2:00 pm.

The Chief of Staff, who learned only after the war that he was misled by Zeira with regard to the operational status of the special means of collection, said that this “confused me more, since I knew [the special means] capability and if there was no war information from them, it was a sign that all was in order.”87 The Agranat Commission concluded that Dayan’s confidence that the concept was valid and war was unlikely was strengthened after he heard from DMI Zeira on the morning of 5 October that AMAN was using all its means of collection.88 In addition to juridical considerations, this was the main reason for the Commission’s decision to exempt Dayan from responsibility for the blunder. Upon hearing about the warning AMAN received on 5 October in the afternoon, the chief of staff said that had he received this information in time, he would have demanded an immediate mobilization of the reserve army and would have taken further measures to deploy the regular army for war. If these measures had been taken twenty rather than eight hours before war started, the Syrian army would not have broken the defense line in the Golan and the course of the war would have been entirely different.89

In sum, explanations of the 1973 fiasco tended to focus, until recently, on various unintentional obstacles in the Israeli intelligence, military, and political systems that prevented a proper transformation of the available warning indicators into a strategic warning. We have argued here that a major and perhaps the most critical obstacle was actions taken by the director of military intelligence, who consciously fitted the intelligence picture his costumers received to his own beliefs regarding the probability of war. By doing so, he unnecessarily delayed the implementation of emergency measures—primarily the full deployment of the IDF regular forces—and the mobilization of the reserve army.
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This delay was the main cause for Israel’s military setback in the war’s first days.

**Conclusions**

The literature generally traces major intelligence failures to an ambiguous threat environment compounded by the adversary’s strategic deception, to collective mindsets and individual cognitive biases, and to familiar organizational pathologies. This study aimed to shed more light on the neglected subject of the role of conscious action in the study of intelligence failure, with a primary emphasis on “intelligence to please,” organizational restructuring, and insubordination motivated by a we-know-best attitude. By using two major cases of such failure, the paper has shown how conscious action had an impact on the final intelligence product, how it was motivated by various sources, and how the distorted intelligence product contributed to the making of major national disasters.

Deliberate deception played a critical role in both the Soviet failure to anticipate a German invasion in 1941 and the Israeli failure to anticipate an Arab attack in 1973, but the motivations for the deception were different. In the case of Barbarossa, Stalin’s advisers feared the political and personal consequences of giving bad news to a tyrannical leader. In the case of Yom Kippur, an intelligence officer’s conviction that his own assessment was correct led him to conceal information about recent actions by the adversary and its allies and, more critically, about the failure to carry out orders to implement critical intelligence procedures. The 1941 Soviet case fits the “intelligence to please” pattern, while the 1973 Israeli case fits the “we know best” insubordination pattern.

Our analyses take the form of hypothesis-generating case studies, and our hypotheses require further testing in other cases to validate the role of conscious action in other intelligence failures. At this stage, however, we emphasize three important implications of our study.

First, at the professional level, intelligence officers should recognize that fear of political and personal reprisals and the need to conform to the leader’s opinion can play a decisive role in shaping the decision-making process in an adversary’s regime. Consequently, when estimating the opposing leader’s possible course of action, they should consider the option that the information and advice that the leader receives may encourage him to take what outside observers might deem an irrational action. Stalin’s decision to avoid taking the necessary measures despite a high likelihood of a coming German attack is one example. Another example is Saddam’s decision, in January 1991, to stand firm against U.S. pressure despite mounting evidence that the United States intended to implement its threat to drive Iraqi forces out of Kuwait with military force, or his belief, even after Operation Iraqi Freedom had started in March 2003, that Baghdad was safe despite U.S. military superiority.

Second, at the policy level, more attention to the damage to the national interest as a result of a conscious action that distorts the intelligence picture
may lead to less tolerance toward such behavior. This relates mainly to the United States, where politicians have rarely or never paid for attempting to influence the intelligence estimate and intelligence officers have tended, sometimes, to yield to such pressures and fix their product according to the consumers’ needs. There are sufficient objective obstacles on the road to building up a high-quality intelligence picture, and there is no need to add political obstacles as well.

Third, in terms of scholarly analysis, students of the subject should bear in mind that official investigations tend to mitigate the role of conscious action as a cause for intelligence failure. This was reflected in the Israeli Agranat Report, which avoided reporting on Zeira’s action that had intentionally mitigated the value of information indicating a high likelihood of war. In addition, the official American investigations of Iraq’s WMD capabilities prior to the war in 2003 concluded that there was no evidence of political pressure on intelligence analysts, while senior analysts admitted after the publication of the official reports that such pressure took place and had an impact. For obvious reasons, evidence for such behavior is unlikely to be found in official protocols as well. Hence, students of the subject who look for such behavior should use in-depth interviews with the persons involved. Such interviews do not provide a foolproof way of uncovering underlying motivations, but they nevertheless provide a critical tool for exploring this subject.*
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